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Gentle, caring readers who respect animals will adore this warm hearted, hugely popular book

which was well reviewed when published in hardback. The "Wisdom of Animals" proves that

animals are more sensitive and more thoughtful than many find comfortable. "The Wisdom of

Animals" is a concise but comprehensive account of the evidence proving both that animals are

sentient creatures and that they are considerably wiser than is usually believed. The authors show

that all animals are capable of love and altruistic behaviour; they explain that animals communicate

with one another, have powerful imaginations and artistic skills and possess excellent memories.

They report that animals know which medicines to use when they are sick and use tools to help

them obtain the food they need in order to survive. And they show that animals have skills and

capabilities which humans can only envy. The Wisdom of Animals offers clear evidence that

animals frequently display the sort of wisdom, and the types of emotion, which many wrongly regard

as uniquely human. No one who reads this impressive, original, fact-packed book will ever again

doubt the wisdom of animals.The authorsDonna Antoinette Coleman FRSA is the co-author of four

other books including Animal Miscellany, How to conquer health problems between the ages of 50

and 120 and England's Glory. She is an experienced researcher and a Fellow of the Royal Society

of Arts.Dr Vernon Coleman is a qualified doctor and the author of over 100 books which have sold

over two million copies in hardback and paperback in the UK and been translated into 24

languages. For a list of his other books please see his author page on  or visit

www.vernoncoleman.com
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Vernon Coleman would have converted me into an animal advocate with this book if I hadn't already

been one!In his words: "It is absurd that when people behave badly they are described as behaving

'like animals'. Animals would never do the terrible things that people do. Animals kill to eat. But they

don't kill for vengeance or for pride. They don't kill out of jealousy or spite. They kill for survival and

they kill to defend their families. But they don't dress up and go hunting for fun. And they don't start

wars. Compared to human beings animals are civilized, humane, generous and

kindly."And:"Animals are so good at finding and using natural remedies that many of man's most

effective medicinal solutions were identified by observing animals......... Animals throughout the

world use clay to deal with poisoning- clay detoxifies by binding onto the harmful substances.

Humans could probably benefit too and clay pills might save many lives......... Fasting can help an

infected animal get better quickly. Sick animals will (like human beings) stop eating. Bacteria need

iron and the body reduces the availability of iron during an infection by not eating......... An ape will

show exactly the same signs of love and affection when dealing with her baby as a human mother

will when dealing with her baby. Both will look longingly, tickle and play with their baby.""Animals

deeds are their acts, their acts- their deeds.Animals frequently make friends across the species

barriers and there is much evidence showing that animals have helped animals belonging to

different species.Animals are:- teachers-carers: it is well known that animals help people in a

number of ways.
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